
Fiction Bookmark
Story Elements

Character- who the story is about

Setting- where/when the story happens

Conflict- problem the character faces

Plot- events that happen in the story

Point of View- perspective from which the 

story is told. 

Plot Elements
Exposition- the beginning

Rising Action- learn about character's 

problem

Climax- the turning point in the story

Falling Action- problem starts to get solved

Resolution- Ending, conflict solved

Characterization
We learn about characters from: 

What they say and what others say
about them

What they think
Their effect on others
Their actions
What they look like

Dynamic Character- character changes

Static Character- character stays the same

Protagonist- main character

Conflict
External Conflicts:

Character vs. Character

Character vs. Nature

Character vs. Society

Flashback- Memory of earlier events

Internal Conflicts:
Character vs. Self

Foreshadow- Hint of what is to come
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